[1] The solar wind interaction with the lunar surface, especially in regions of crustal magnetic anomalies, remains of great interest for in situ plasma measurements. Small-scale laboratory experiments cannot reproduce the conditions near the lunar surface, but provide a unique opportunity to identify and examine several of the physical processes. We study plasma interaction with a magnetic dipole field at an insulating surface in order to understand the effect of crustal magnetic anomalies on the solar wind-lunar surface interaction. In our experiments, electrons are magnetized with gyroradii r smaller than distances from the surface d (r < d) but ions remain unmagnetized with r > d. The measured potential distribution shows a non-monotonic sheath above the surface and variations on the surface along the axis of the dipole field. The surface near the center of the dipole is charged more positively by ions as the electrons are magnetically shielded away. A potential minimum is found in the shielding region between the surface and the bulk plasma due to collisional and magnetic mirror trapping effects. Potential variations on the surface are the result of the inhomogeneity of the dipolar field, showing an enhancement of the electric field at the cusps. Enhanced electric fields in the regions of magnetic anomalies on the lunar surface may enhance the transport of small-sized charged dust particles, possibly explaining the formation of the lunar swirls.
Introduction
[2] The Moon has a thin atmosphere/exosphere and no global magnetic field. Earlier measurements back to Apollo era have inferred the absence of a global or significant largescale magnetic field at the Moon by the absence of a standing shock wave in the solar wind upstream from the Moon as well as at the limb of the Moon [Colburn et al., 1967 [Colburn et al., , 1971 Lyon et al., 1967; Ness et al., 1967 Ness et al., , 1968 Taylor et al., 1968] . Rather, limits on the scale sizes of the lunar fields were indicated from both the Apollo surface measurements [Dyal et al., 1971] and orbiter observations [Barnes et al., 1971] . These small-scale magnetic fields, called magnetic anomalies, are regions of crustal magnetization distributed over the lunar surface. Recent in situ measurements show that these local magnetic fields can be as high as 30 nT at 20-30 km altitude and as high as several hundred nT at the surface, and range in size from less than a km to hundreds of km Hood et al., 2001; Mitchell et al., 2008] . Studies have shown that the lunar magnetic anomalies may have strong influence on the solar wind flow. Magnetic enhancements detected at lunar limbs were explained by a shock-like interaction of the solar wind with strong crustal magnetic fields [Russell and Lichtenstein, 1975; Lin et al., 1998; Halekas et al., 2006] . Minimagnetospheres have been evidenced with a density cavity detected near a strong crustal magnetic source by the Lunar Prospector . Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft showed evidence for substantial reduction of the backscattered hydrogen flux from the lunar surface [Wieser et al., 2010] as well as high solar wind deflection efficiencies over large-scale magnetic anomalies [Lue et al., 2011] . Kaguya (SELENE) observed electrons and ions reflected by magnetic mirror effects [Saito et al., 2010] and by electric fields created above the anomalies due to charge separation [Saito et al., 2012] . Deflection of the protons over smallscale anomalies has also been observed and attributed to electrostatic fields [Lue et al., 2011] . Electrostatic solitary waves associated with lunar magnetic anomalies were reported [Hashimoto et al., 2010] .
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[3] Siscoe and Goldstein [1973] modeled two basic interaction modes: (1) deflected currents that close above the surface when the dipole axis is perpendicular to the surface and (2) deflected currents that intersect the lunar surface when the dipole axis is parallel to the surface. Greenstadt [1971] showed the conditions for maintaining asteroid magnetospheres by magnetic dipole moments. Hood and Schubert [1980] discussed the requirement on dipole moments for strong solar wind deflection by lunar magnetic anomalies for typical solar wind conditions. Simulations showed that the solar wind interaction with dipolarlike fields can generate a magnetosonic wake [Omidi et al., 2002] or a magnetosphere with a field strength an order of magnitude stronger than the observation [Harnett and Winglee, 2000] , and that with multiple-dipolar-like fields a minimagnetosphere will form with a smaller magnetic field strength due to the lateral extent of the magnetic field [Harnett and Winglee, 2003] .
[4] In addition, swirl-shaped high-albedo markings observed on the lunar surface may have a strong correlation with the magnetic anomalies. One possible mechanism is that the magnetic anomalies may deflect or stand off the solar wind protons to prevent maturation of the underlying regolith [Hood and Schubert, 1980] . Alternatively, the transport of charged dust could also result in the redistribution of bright small-sized dust particles due to enhanced electric fields in the magnetic anomaly interaction regions [Garrick-Bethell et al., 2011] . While the near-surface lunar conditions cannot be closely reproduced, for example, the high-energy solar wind flow and the complex field configurations of the magnetic anomalies, small-scale laboratory experiments are very helpful for figuring the intrinsic processes.
[5] The sheath, a transition layer between a surface and the bulk plasma in the presence of magnetic fields has been of a great interest to the plasma physics community for decades, including applications in magnetic fusion, industrial plasma processing, space and basic plasma physics, for example. The behavior of such a sheath has been characterized by a number of theoretical and experimental studies [Krasheninnikova et al., 2010] . Magnetic sheaths have been examined under a variety of circumstances, including the magnetic fields parallel and oblique to the wall, in collisionless and collisional plasmas, and in the regimes of r e < l D < r i , l D < r e and l D > r i , where r is the Larmor radius of the electron/ ions, and l is the Debye length. However, all of these studies were carried out for large-scale, global magnetic field configurations.
[6] In this paper, we show laboratory results of plasma interactions with a magnetic dipole field over an insulating surface and discuss the implications for the interactions of lunar magnetic anomalies with the solar wind plasma flow.
Experiments
[7] The experiments were conducted in a cylindrical stainless steel vacuum chamber, 28 cm high and 51 cm in diameter, shown in Figure 1 . The base pressure of 10 À6 Torr is obtained by a turbomolecular pump. Argon plasma is created by the impact ionization using electrons emitted from a negatively biased and heated filament in the bottom of the chamber. A metal plate above the filament prevented the primary electrons from entering the bulk plasma. A magnetic dipole field is created above an insulating surface by placing a horseshoe permanent magnet underneath. The working pressure operates from 3.0 Â 10 À4 to 1.2 Â 10 À3 Torr. Plasma is characterized by a cylindrical Langmuir probe inserted in the bulk region where the magnetic field is negligible. Potentials above the surface are measured using an emissive probe with a current-voltage method [Diebold et al., 1988] that has advantage of acquiring data in real time. This method is calibrated with the inflection point method in the limit of zero emission, which has been demonstrated as a good measure of the potential in magnetized plasmas as well as field-free plasmas [Smith et al., 1979] .
[8] Magnitudes of both parallel (B // ) and perpendicular (B ? ) components of the magnetic field were measured with a magnetic probe oriented in both directions. A vector field map, combining the two components, shows a dipolar magnetic field structure, Figure 2a . On the insulating surface the maximum strength of the magnetic field in the center of the dipole is $550 G, and the highest magnetic field strength is $700 G located at two cusps.
[9] The plasma density varies from 2 Â 10 7 cm À3 to 1.2 Â 10 8 cm À3 , depending on the neutral pressure and the electron emission current from the filament. The currentvoltage (I-V) characteristics show two electron populations, i.e., cold and hot electrons that have temperatures of 2.3 $ 3.2 eV and 5.0 $ 5.5 eV, respectively. The Debye length is 0.11 $ 0.3 cm. The ion temperature is $0.5 eV measured by a gridded retarding-field ion-energy-analyzer (IEA) [Böhm and Perrin, 1993] , which is much hotter than the temperature of the newborn ions, i.e., the neutral gas temperature 0.025 eV. The ion heating possibly occurs during the plasma expansion from the source located in the bottom of the chamber to the top of the insulating surface as shown in Figure 1 . Ambipolar electric fields form in the expansion because the hot electrons move faster and leave the cold electrons and the ions behind. The ions in turn are accelerated by the electric fields and collide with neutrals, leading to a broader energy distribution, i.e., hotter temperature. The ion temperature drops to $0.23 eV by removing the metal plate and the insulating surface because the expansion effect is reduced. Gyroradii of the electrons and the ions, r g are calculated from the following equation
where m is the mass, v is the velocity, q is the elementary charge and B is the strength of magnetic field. Figure 2b shows the gyroradii for the 0.5 eV thermal ions and the 30 eV high-energy tail electrons as a function of the distance from the surface in the center of the magnetic dipole. The ions have gyroradii larger than the distances from the surface and are thus able to reach the surface, defined as "unmagnetized." However, even the high-energy tail electrons have gyroradii smaller than the distances from the surface, defined as "magnetized." They are shielded away from the dipole center at the height around 5.5 cm.
Results
[10] Potential contours above the insulating surface along the magnetic dipole axis are shown in Figure 3 . A nonmonotonic potential structure exists above the surface in the center of the dipole. The potential on the surface is slightly more positive than the bulk plasma potential and a potential minimum exists at $1.5 cm above the surface. Horizontal potential profiles show strong variations at the surface. The surface potential is the most positive in the center of the dipole and turns more negative near the cusps.
Non-monotonic Sheaths
[11] In the conventional theory for the Bohm sheath, electrons with higher mobility go to a surface that is electrically floating in plasma and charge it more negatively than the bulk plasma potential, creating an electric field that attracts ions to the surface and repels electrons. However, in our experiments as described in the previous section, the electrons are magnetically shielded away at $5.5 cm from the central surface but the unmagnetized ions go to the surface and charge the surface to be slightly more positive than the bulk potential. Instead of forming a monotonic sheath to return the ions at the surface, a potential minimum develops at $1.5 cm above the surface, indicating the access of the electrons into the shielding region. Due to the non-uniform and curved magnetic field, the guiding centers of the gyroelectrons will drift by forces of rB Â B and R c Â B. However, these guiding centers drift in a plane perpendicular to the dipole axis. Secondary electrons are negligible in this experiment due to the low-energy flux of the plasma electrons according to the previous experiments with the similar plasma conditions. Therefore, a more likely reason for the electrons to have access to the shielding region is scattering due to electron-electron and electron-neutral collisions. The electrons following the magnetic field lines are focused into the cusps. Electron-electron collisional rate thus significantly increases due to the increase in electron density. The collision causes the electrons to migrate across the magnetic field lines into field lines that pierce the shielding region. A small horizontal displacement across the field lines at the cusps can make a large vertical displacement above the dipole center due to the line focusing at the cusps. Electrons gyrating around the field lines can travel a much longer distance in the plasma, leading to a higher probability for collisions with neutrals. The electrons can thus diffuse into the shielding region by the electron-neutral collision as well. The electrons with large enough pitch angles can be reflected near the cusps, where the magnetic fields are the highest, due to magnetic mirror effects, and get trapped between the two cusps in the symmetrical field configuration. The trapped electrons in the shielding region are likely the cause of the potential minimum.
[12] In order to further understand the non-monotonic sheath, potential profiles are measured above the surface in the center of the dipole as a function of the plasma density and the neutral pressure, shown in Figures 4a and 4b , respectively. The surface potentials are always slightly more positive than the bulk plasma potentials, and the sheath structures remain similar with the plasma-sheath boundary at $5.5 cm, and the potential minimum at 1.5 $ 1.8 cm above the surface. The position of the sheath edge is consistent with the boundary of the electron shielding region at 5.4 $ 5.7 cm height. These results imply that the magnetic field configuration is primarily responsible for setting up the spatial structure of the sheath. The only significant variation is that the value of the potential minimum with respect to the bulk plasma potential decreases with increasing plasma density and neutral pressure, Figure 5 . The increasing rate of electron-electron and electron-neutral collisions wash out the spatial structure of the potential distribution, hence, reduce the electric fields in the sheath.
Spatial Variations of the Surface Potential
[13] Potentials on the surface vary along the dipole axis as shown in Figure 6a . The four positive and negative potential peaks are marked in Figure 6a . To identify these peaks, a sketch is made in Figure 6b to show the ion and electron trajectories. The potential is the most positive in the center because of the ion charging as described in the previous section (Peak I -"Electron shielding"). The surfaces in the cusps are charged more negatively because the magnetized electrons following the field lines are focused into the cusps (Peak II -"Electron focusing"). The electron gyroradius increases radially along the dipole axis because of the decrease in magnetic field strength, Figure 6c . When the electrons follow the field lines to the distance 0.15 cm from the surface, the gyroradius is as large as 0.1-0.16 cm at radial position 4.0-5.0 cm. The electrons can thus intercept the surface before the field line reaches the surface, charging the surface more negatively (Peak IV -"Electron intercepting"). Both processes of the electron focusing at the peak II and the electron intercepting at the peak IV will cause less electrons to reach the region between these two peak regions, resulting in a slightly more positive surface potential therein (Peak III -"Electron shadowing"). The electric fields on the surface along the dipole axis are derived from the potential measurements shown in Figure 3 and are shown in Figure 6d , indicating enhancements for both horizontal and vertical components in the cusp regions. The surface charge density is determined by balancing the currents from electrons and ions. In a magnetic dipole field with magnetized electrons, the electron current is affected by many effects including their bounce-motion between reflecting mirror points, field-line focusing, guiding-center drifts, and reflection from potential barriers. Hence, the complex spatial structure of the sheath is not unexpected.
Computer simulation work will be helpful for a more complete understanding of these observations. While likely different in detail, similarly complex sheath structure can be expected near magnetic anomalies on the lunar surface.
Implications and Discussion
[14] As described in section 1, efficient solar wind deflection is observed over strong, coherent large-scale magnetic anomalies (3 nT at 100 km altitude and >1000 km in diameter). These interactions are well approximated with MHD theories and simulations. The solar wind will stand off when the magnetic pressure balances the solar wind dynamic pressure by the following equation
where n is the density, m is the mass, v is the flow velocity and B is the strength of magnetic field. However, deflection and E z represent radial and vertical electric fields, respectively. E r points inward when E r > 0 and points outward when E r < 0; E z points downward when E z > 0 and points upward when E z < 0.
is also observed over weak, isolated, dipole-like small-scale anomalies (3 nT at 30 km altitude and <100 km in diameter) [Lue et al., 2011] , where the solar wind electrons are magnetized with a smaller gyroradius of 6 km but the protons are unmagnetized with a larger gyroradius of 1100 km. In such regions, MHD approximations break down and the kinetic effects become more important, which is analogous to our experiments.
[15] It is thus expected that the lunar surface in the smallscale magnetic anomaly regions can be charged as high as several hundred volts positive due to the high energy of the solar wind protons ($keV), creating an electric field to reflect the low-energy fraction of the protons. Similarly, the solar wind protons may be electrostatically deflected by an ambipolar electric field resulting from a charge separation above the surface [Lue et al., 2011; Saito et al., 2012] , instead of on the surface as shown in our experiments. Solar wind electrons will be unlikely to enter the electron-shielding region due to the weak electron-electron collision for the low density of the solar wind electrons and a lack of the electronneutral collision. However, the non-monotonic sheaths may still form in the anomaly regions because photoelectrons and secondary electrons emitted from the lunar surface can follow the field lines into the shielding region and get trapped.
[16] Electric fields are also expected to be stronger in the regions where the solar wind interacts with the magnetic anomalies. Even small-scale magnetic anomalies have more complex magnetic field distributions due to crustal magnetization than that of a simple dipole. The distribution of the electric field is thus expected to be more complex than shown in our experiments. As a consequence, fine-sized high-albedo dust particles maybe re-sorted to form unusual, swirl-like patterns. Further laboratory studies on dust dynamics in our setup is planned to verify dust transport near magnetic anomalies, as a possible model for the formation of lunar swirls.
Conclusions
[17] We studied the plasma interaction with a magnetic dipole field over an insulating surface for the case of the magnetized electrons and unmagnetized ions. The emergence of non-monotonic sheaths and complex potential variations along the dipole axis have been identified. The potential on the surface in the dipole center was found to be slightly more positive than the bulk plasma potential due to the ion charging, while the electrons remained shielded away. The experiments showed that both electron-electron and electron-neutral collisions can cause the electrons to migrate into the shielding region. A potential minimum is thus formed when these electrons are trapped between the symmetrical cusps due to the magnetic mirror effects. The potential variations on the surface are a consequence of the inhomogeneous dipolar field, showing an electric field enhancement at the cusps. The laboratory results show that the charge separation could occur at the lunar surface in the regions where the solar wind interacts with the smallscale magnetic anomalies, leading the surface to charge to large positive values in order to reflect a fraction of the incoming protons. At the Moon, a non-monotonic sheath may also form due to the photoelectrons and secondary electrons trapped in the electron-shielding region. The enhanced electric fields in such regions may increase dust transport, possibly explaining lunar swirl formation.
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